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About This Content

If the base version of XOXO Droplets just doesn't have enough options for your liking, this extension will fix that right up. It's
got everything the game was meant to have.

Features:

3 more main jerk boyfriend options: Bae Pyoun, Jeremy King, and Pran Taylor

2 sweet but not-terribly-bright side boyfriend options: Kam Sung and Adrian Wulu

Yet 1 more boyfriend option in the flirtations party boy Lucas Kaiser (New Addition!)

4 Extra Date Events for Everett, Nate, and Shiloh

The ability to unlock all 4 CGs and 12 outfits for Everett, Nate, and Shiloh, rather than just 3 and 10

50 more Random Events, 45 more Text Chats, 24 more Part-Time Work Events

320,000 words in total

An accessory system that lets you decorate the main character with a variety of pieces, plus small events where
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characters comment on the accessories you wear

The option to change the background of your cellphone to one of 12 different options

Even better cheat codes

The game won't know you have the extension until you start a new file. After briefly starting the game you can then return to the
main menu to change your phone background or what have you. If you have files from the free version of XOXO Droplets,

those will work without issue. Again, you'll need to start a new file real quick, but then you can open up the load screen and pick
up where you left off in the free version with all the extras now available.
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The main thing I look for in a game is the fun factor. If the game is entertaining and I have a blast playing it, then I consider it to
be a winner. Chicken Assassin: Reloaded does just that. For a mouse-clicker, the game has a surprising amount of depth and
customization. Check it out.. quot;I didn't like Covert Action and it isn't the best spy game" - A TOTAL IDIOT. fun game.
Waiting on Episode 2. Stick Fight: The Game is definitley worth $5.99 and i find it really enjoyable with already 9 hours into it
and probably soon to be more. Stick Fight: The Game is a fast pace 2-D stick man brawler featuring up to 2-4 players, Guns,
Multiple style Maps, Edge sitting game play and even snakes.

How ever the game still has quite alot of bugs and glitches from spawning under the map or being able to fly upwards with two
guns. and it can be quite difficult to do multiplayer alot of the time, having to wait 10 minites to half an hour waiting for
someone else to join (unless your playing with friends) and there is no single player.

there are a few features that i and some other players do want, like having workshop for maps or guns and a map creator sort of
like duck game or maybe even a single player mode with AI of even just a target practice room.

anyway i highly recomend this game for its low price and fun gameplay, but dont buy this (Yet) unless you are pacient and dont
mind waiting on other players to join.. I have seriously mixed feelings about this game. On the one hand, I'm a Linux gamer and
enjoy hidden object games. I'm happy to see another publisher of these games supporting Linux. It ran without any problems on
my older Linux Mint system.

On the other hand, I wish the non-English speaking publishers of these games would try to find people with a better grasp of
English when they do their localization. Some of the hints appeared to have been translated with google translate, which means
they were nigh useless. You also need great precision in your clicking as often the active zone on a hidden object is quite small.

The story was different from the usual horrible-monster-wants-to-take-over-the-world ones that I've seen with other publishers.
That's nice. I don't think I could really tell you the story though, especially now how it ended. Did the primary POV character
actually survive? I just don't know. Maybe you're supposed to be able to decide that for yourself.

The artwork was quite consistent throughout. It was all very...atmospheric (read, dark). I noticed the same in the other games
from this publisher. As all of the games are dark in tone, I suppose that fits. But if you like colour, this is not the game (or
developer) for you.. At last! Two of the most lustrous hidden gems of the Xbox 360 arrive on Steam. I've only managed a brief
10 minutes with this version of the OG Apple Jack so far (I put crazy hours into throwing pandas around and getting sliced into
chunks on the 360), but the entirety of it was spent sporting a huge grin, broken up only by the odd squeal of delight.

Y'see, beyond that adorable and effortlessly charming art direction and soundtrack lie a pair of platform games lavished with
underwear creamingly smooth mechanics, a devilishly tough but always fair difficulty, and some genuine sit back in wonder
level design.

Do yourself a favour a buy Apple Jack 1&2 right now. Your life will be better for it.
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I am nerver going to buy a game from Linden Labs again. good game but there is no ♥♥♥♥ing way to reset progress
. A family friendly Huniepop!

TL;DR: Game good, Play if want chill time fun

This game is a fun little game to play in your spare time. Do you like solving puzzels and want a wholesome game/story out of
it? Do you like granting wishes being the master of wishes?? If you answered yes, maybe or are confused; then my friend THIS
GAME IS FOR YOU!

Some concerns:

1) Regarding the "Weird Spawn" reviews that I've read, the game seems to know when you make a false move and it helps by
spawning in the token(s) at the precise location that might help you to win if you strategize correctly and will continue to do so
whenever a false move is made.

2) The weird "L-shaped" tokens at an ending of a stage which make victory be so close yet so far. During my play of the game I
too encountered this problem to eventually find out that it's not actually a problem. The game makes you use your mind
throughout the stage. During the final few pieces (tokens) of the stage, be cautious on how you position said tokens. It is part of
the stratagy hence being part of the gameplay experience #RageIncluded.
. I wanted to like the game. Love the story, graphic is good. However, somehow the game does not support WMR. It show 2
image in 2 eyes, instead of a 3D object. I have to play the first part closing 1 eye. It make the motion worse. I got serious
Motion sickness after playing the game. Did refund (hence thump down). However I follow and keep the game on my wish list,
if the 2nd version of the game supports WMR better, I will defintely buy.. I have been quite impressed by two things. First of
all, this game is surprinsingly addictive and I'm pretty sure there's a load of things I haven't discovered yet which will keep me
playing for a while I'm sure. And also, the reactivity of the developer, listening to critics and doing very very regular updates
based on feedback. It's a good game made by a good developer, as a fan of Game Dev Tycoon, I loved this one, different style,
different gameplay but a good one!. Addictive fun game - get it!. For less than 10€, this game gives you what you pay for.
There are some known artists in the tracklist which is great for the price and the gameplay is decent. Not fantastic, but it'll keep
you busy for a while. The storyline seems terribly goofy, but hey, you don't buy these kinds of game for a story anyway.. :
Actor1-5, Actor1-6, Fanatic, Gazer, General (F), General (M), Iron Giant, Jellyfish, Mage and Slime ARE NOT IN THE
DLC!!!
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